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1 Programme background 
The international educational programme “Community Action Training – Cat” aims at developing 

competences of young leaders and activists in designing movement-based nonviolent campaigns 

addressing urgent societal challenges in their countries. 

 

The course is non-ideological and hands-on for young activists that already have a basic 

understanding of social transformation, change processes and nonviolent actions. It will provide the 

learners with theoretical understanding of approaches to grass-root transformative processes and 

mechanisms of nonviolent change as well as with practical tools and tips for designing nonviolent 

campaigns and how to organise inclusive grass-root movements. 

 

Key thematic areas addressed by the programme are: 

- Approaches and concepts to social transformation and change 

- Principles and practices of nonviolent change processes 

- Design and implementation of nonviolent actions and campaigns 

- Internal organisation, structure and decision-making in activist groups and movements 

 

The educational programme is composed of two residential courses and two e-modules over a 

duration of 8 weeks: 

- Module I: Residential training course “Mobilising communities and fostering change – A Training 
in Social Transformation” 

- Module II: E-course “Reflecting on our intervention design – From planning to implementation” 
- Module III: E-course “Reflecting on our internal practices” 
- Module IV: Residential seminar “Learning achievements and next steps” 

 

The residential programme parts introduce the participants to inclusive approaches to grass-root 

transformative change processes and community mobilisation and provide space for reflection and 

evaluation of the learning achievements and to plan follow-up steps to capitalise from the made 

experience. The e-courses - positioned between both residential programme parts - aim to deepen 

the understanding of the practices for grass-root transformative change processes and community 

mobilisation and to foster a reflection on the participants` practices used within their activist groups 

and movements. 

 

The programme`s educational approach is based on non-formal education, peer-to-peer learning and 

the “Designing Learning for Peace – Peace Education Competence Framework”. The programme is 

held in English language. 

 

1.1 Target group 

The target groups of this programme are young activists aged between 20 and 35. Activists are 

understood as is people engaged and active in any social, environmental, youth, political, cultural 

actions and/ or initiatives, who may be acting as individual or within an informal and non-registered 

group, and who intend to have a significant local or global impact. 

 

The profile of the participants is as follows: 

- Good understanding of the local realities in their countries and communities 

- Basic understanding of social transformation and nonviolent actions 

- Engaged and active in any social, environmental, youth, political, cultural actions and/ or 
initiatives, informal or non-registered group 

- Interest in improving personal competences for designing and implementing nonviolent 
campaigns and actions 

- Willingness to review practices within the local action group that the person is involved in 
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- Good command of English 

- Availability to participate in the full educational programme 

 

1.2 Methodological approach 

The educational programme is composed of two residential training courses and two online courses. 

All programme parts are conducted in English language. 

The methodology is based on the principles of non-formal education: 

1. Learner centred - The needs of the learner are in the centre of the educational process and 

the programme is tailored to the specific circumstances and learning intentions of the learner. 

That is why an assessment of learning needs and the formulation of learning goals is placed 

in the beginning of the educational activity. 

2. Flexible and Adaptable – Content and methodology are flexible to adapt throughout the 

learning process to the learning needs and intentions of the learner. This means changes to 

made plans are rather the rule than the exceptional, because only via this approach it is 

possible to respond to the participants. 

3. Inclusive – No learning obstacles shall affect the participation of the learner in the educational 

programme that is why it is essential to create a barrier free programme making it accessible 

for anybody by a sensitive use of exercises and language. The level of complexity raises with 

the learner and not against her/ him. 

4. Planned – All educational activities are planned alongside the learning intentions of the 

learners and have clear objectives in relation to competence development. This allows for 

both, the evaluation of the entire educational programme but also to evaluate single 

programme elements such as modules, sessions, exercises or simulations based on 

debriefing techniques and participant-based feedback. 

5. Voluntary – All participation in at any time voluntary and based on the free choice of the 

learner. All learning achievements are welcome and considered right. 

 

The approach is holistic in the sense that it focuses on: 

- Competence development, understood as the development of knowledge, skills and attitudes, 
to ensure that the learning process translates into changed behaviour 

- Different forms of learning (cognitive, emotional and tactile) to contribute to a learning process 
that responds to different learning styles 

 

The specific methods that will be applied are composed of a range of methods of non-formal 

education. Those are: 

- Workshops and discussions to provide space and time for the participants to generate and 
exchange their ideas and thoughts on the respective topic and sub-topics of the course 

- Structured input sessions to introduce key thematic concepts and to conceptualise the learnt 
content 

- Simulation games and role plays to involve the participants emotionally and to expose them to 
conflict situations which allow us to debrief on jointly observable behaviour, displayed 
attitudes and emotions and to make use of these experiences for the work in real life 

- Exercises to foster the participants critical thinking and creativity to think outside of the box 

- Case studies to enhance analytical thinking and to learn from experiences from the past and 
other contexts 

- On-site visit to deepen context knowledge and to inspire participants with examples of other 
peoples` work 

- Mentoring and peer-to-peer learning 

- Monitoring and evaluation measures to make the learning process transparent, receive on-

going feedback from the participants and to be able to respond immediately to the learners 
needs, to be able to evaluate and learn from the made experience 
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2 Module 1 description 
In the frame of the programme, Module 1 introduces the participants to approaches, concepts and 

practices of social transformation and nonviolent struggle or action. Within this context it focuses 

primarily on hands-on methods and principles for designing and implementing nonviolent campaigns 

through community mobilisation and grass-root actions. 

 

Therefore, diverse methods of non-formal education engage the participants into exploring the 

meaning of transformation, the mechanisms of nonviolence, proven practices of nonviolent 

intervention design including measures for community mobilisation. 

 

2.1 Expected learning outcomes 

Designing and creating transformative processes 

- I can define social transformation 

- I understand the power of nonviolence and can distinguish between different forms of 
nonviolence 

- I can distinguish between different forms of violence 

- I am able to identify injustice and oppression and explain why a situation is unbalanced, 
unjust or oppressing 

- I can differentiate between different methods of nonviolent action 

- I know different analytical and planning tools for designing a grass-root intervention 

 

 

2.2 Course topics 

1. Approaches and concepts to social 

transformation and change 

1.1 Understanding social transformation 

1.2 Forms of power 

1.3 Types of change 

1.4 Forms of violence 

2. Principles and practices of nonviolent 

change processes 

2.1 Types of nonviolence 

 

2.2 Principles of nonviolent actions 

2.3 Methods of nonviolent actions 

3. Design and implementation of nonviolent 

actions and campaigns 

3.1 Needs assessment and context analysis 

3.2 Theory of change and pathway mapping 

3.3 Effective campaign design 

4. Internal organisation, structure and 

decision-making in activist groups and 

movements 

4.1 Story of self, us and now 
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3 Educational programme 

3.1 Programme overview 

 

 

 
Day 1-May 

27 
Day 2-May 28 Day 3-May 29 Day 4-May 30 Day 5-May 31 Day 6-June 1 

Day 7-
June 2 

8:30-9:45 

A
rr

iv
a
l 

Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast 

09:45-11:30 

Opening and 
welcoming – 

Course 
Introduction 

Violence 

Designing 
campaigns – Case 
study: Anti-eviction 
campaign in Spain 

Project fair – Sharing 
practices 

Designing campaigns: 
Considerations and 

principles of nonviolent 
campaigning 

D
e
p
a
rtu

re
 

11:30-12:00 Coffee Break     

12:00-13:30 
Course 

introduction 
Why we work? 

Introduction to 
nonviolent action 

Designing campaigns: 
Introduction to 

campaign planning 

Public narrative - Story 
of self, us and now 

13:30-14:30 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 

14:30-16:00 
Learning 

intentions & 
teambuilding 

Principles of social 
transformation: 

Vision, values and 
power 

13:30 departure from 
CTC 

 
14:00 

Tbilisi Ugly Walk with 
architect-activist 

Designing campaigns:  
Needs-assessment & 

context analysis 

Follow-up planning and 
next steps 

16:00-16:30 Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break 

16:30-18:00 
Framing social 
transformation 

Designing 
campaigns: 
Case Study 
“Nashville” 

Designing campaigns: 

Theory of change & 

pathway mapping I 
Evaluation 

18:00-18:15 Daily reflection Daily reflection Daily reflection Daily reflection 

19:30 – 20:30 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner 

21:00  Cultural evening Free space Free space Dinner out Free space 
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3.2 Implemented sessions 

 

Day 2 

 

Session Day 2 – Session I 

Title Opening and welcoming 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To break the ice among participants 

 To get to know each other better 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Welcoming and opening of the course (15 min) 
The course coordinator welcomes the participants and introduces the trainers. 
 
2. Hand-shake (10 min) 
A short and simple exercise to welcome the participants and break the ice. 
Each participant has to greet and shake the hand of everybody in the plenary. 
Important is that while greeting each other, the participants say their name. 
2-ways of saying Hello: 

- Official greeting style: Hand shake and “Hello, my name is … .” 
- Greeting between good old friends not having seen each other for 5 years 

(ask the participants how they would say hello to their old friend) 
 
3. Round of names (05 min) 
Simple method to get an idea of the names in the group. 
Ask everybody to say their name loud and clearly. Start with your own name and 
then go around in the circle clock-wise or counter clock-wise. 
 
4. Tornado (15 min) 
An energiser that makes the participants move, have fun and learn personal things 
about each other. 
Ask the participants to form a circle with their chairs and to take a seat. Make sure 
that there is one chair less than people in the circle. Then explain the participants 
that the person standing in the middle (for the beginning the trainer) has to say 
“The wind blows to everybody who … “, and that everybody to whom that applies 
has to swap seats. 
Extra rules of the game: 

- You cannot swap seats with your neighbour. 
- When the person in the middle says “Tornado” everybody has to swap 

seats. 
 
5. Speed-dating (45 min) 
A nice exercise to break the ice between the participants allowing them to have 
several one-on-one conversations about different topics. 
Introduce the task to the participants by asking them if they know what speed-
dating is. In case people know let them explain it, if nobody is really familiar with 
the concept, explain it to them: a fast method that busy people in big cities use to 
get to know potential partners in a very time-effective manner. Inform the 
participants that every date will last only 1 minute, that they will have to ensure that 
they always talk to a new person in each round, and that you will give them the 
topics to talk about 
Topics: 

● What is your professional and educational background? 
● What do you like to do when you are not working or learning? What are 

your hobbies? 
● Which place you have visited impressed you the most and in which way? 
● What do you really want to do in life? 
● What is social transformation for you? 
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● What do you understand under nonviolence? 
● Why did you decide to join this programme? 
● How long are you already involved in civil society activities? 

If you are stuck on an island, what is one thing you would need and why? 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

Resources  

 

Session Day 2 – Session II 

Title Course introduction 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To introduce trainers to participants 

 To frame the programme and explain the methodological approach 

 To get to know each other better and understand each participant`s 
background and experience 

 To frame an understanding of the competence set an activist need 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Letter trade (10 min) 
A short name game for which each participant receives a piece of paper tape and a 
marker. Have every participant mark – best through underlines - as many letters on 
the piece of paper 
 
2. Introduction of the trainers (05 min) 
A short input on the background of the trainers to let the participants know who the 
trainers are. 
The trainers shortly explain their educational and professional backgrounds. Make 
sure you do not explain your whole life. Keep it short and related to the course. 
 
3. Course aims and methodology (10 min) 
A short input to help the participants remember the course’s purpose, the modules 
and the methodological approach. 
Give a short visual input on the course topics and the methodology you are 
planning to use. 

 Input 1 – Course objectives & flow 

 Input 2 – Methodological approach 
Introduce a resource wall (a flipchart paper taped to the wall where you can simply 
write down web resources on the topics for further research and self-directed 
learning). 
 
4. Presentation of the day-by-day programme of the course (15 min) 
Present the day-by day programme in the middle of the room to introduce the 
participants on what they should except in the next days. This serves as an 
orientation for specifying the learning intentions. Once the presentation is over, 
collect the presentation and hang it up the wall during the next break. 
 
5. Assessing background and expertise of the participants (10 min) 
Ask the participants to stand in a circle. Position yourself in the middle of the circle 
and inform the participants that you will read out several statements, and that they 
have to answer the questions by simply making a step into the circle for saying 
“yes” and by staying put for saying “no”. 
Statements: 

- I am concerned about societal challenges in my community. 
- I am involved in a social movement or civil society organisation. 
- I am organising activities in my community with the aim to bring about 

change. 
- I am working on social issues. 
- I am working on environmental issues. 
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- I am working on legal issues. 
- I can easily define social transformation. 
- I know what nonviolent actions are. 
- I have been involved in nonviolent actions. 
- I organised nonviolent actions in my community. 

Other questions can be added. Feel free to stop at some questions and ask those 
you made a step forward to explain a bit what they do. At the end of the exercise, 
value all different types of knowledge, and say that it is no bad at all if somebody 
did not make any step forward as we are all here to learn. Encourage those you 
made a lot of steps forward to bring in their knowledge and experience at any time 
during the programme. 
 
6. The ideal activist (40 min) 
Open this part by referring back to the competence model (knowledge skills, 
attitudes), and by displaying a large drawn image of a human body on a flipchart 
paper. Inform the participants that this is their ideal activist seeking social 
transformation through nonviolent means. 
Split the group into 4 groups and ask every group to identify the knowledge, skills 
and attitudes that the ideal activist has. Ask them to write each feature on a 
prepared 1/3 of an A4 paper. Tell the participants that with this exercise, we frame 
our understanding of the competences that we need to have to bring about change 
in our communities. 
Once the groups are more or less done, ask them to tape the identified features 
onto the human image. Read them out loud of the whole group. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 A4 paper 
 Scissors 

 Input 1 

 Input 2 

 Visualisation of the day-by-day programme 

 2 images of human bodies (each best drawn on at least 2 flipchart papers 
taped together) 

 Competence model (see input 2) 
Resources  

 

Session Day 2 – Session III 

Title Learning intentions and teambuilding 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To formulate learning intentions 

 To create a common understanding of the learning intentions of the 
participants and their diversity 

 To identify factors that make a group intelligent 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Defining learning intentions (10 min) 
Explain the participants that they will have to identify individually their learning 
intentions by looking at the ideal activist’s identified competences and reflecting on 
the knowledge, skills and attitudes that they need to develop, improve or 
strengthen to become this ideal activist. Ask the participants to note those learning 
intentions in their journal (hand-out the personal journal for each participant, right 
before the introduction of the task). 
Additionally, ask each participant to prioritise the three most important learning 
intentions for them, and to write them down on post-its. Have the participants tape 
those post-its on a second image of a human body displayed right beside the ideal 
activist. 
 
2. Sharing learning intentions (15 min) 
Place three chairs in front of the participants. Each chair represents one dimension 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QFoQM8H0r46RGbklEP--mIWy8BUaNEav
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b9k_DWvvkFIlJG5t1rAgtiTJ58cNUZRF
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of the competence model; tape a A4-print out with the name of each dimension 
onto the chairs (knowledge, skills, attitudes). 
Invite the participants to share their learning intentions with the group. Tell them 
that they can choose which ones to share, and just have to choose the respective 
chair. Ask the participants to be short and precise. 
 
3. Line-up exercise (10 min) 
Ask the participants to stand in a circle. Explain them the following task: their task 
will be to order themselves in a line from the youngest to the oldest. They will have 
to do that with closed eyes and without talking. 
 
Note to the trainer: there might be a lot of resistance to the exercise, be politely 
assertive and appeal to their power and abilities. 
 
One minute after the exercise starts running and participants try to sort themselves 
by age-order, briefly stop the exercise and inform the participants that they can now 
talk, but still have to keep their eyes closed. Once the participants indicate that they 
are more or less done, finish the exercise after a maximum of 5 minutes. Conclude 
it with a short debriefing on how they feel and if they are happy with the result. 
 
Note: the exercise shall be used for looking at cooperation and group dynamics. In 
order to do so, make sure that the whole exercise – from the moment the 
participants start – is recorded on video. Make sure the participants do not see that 
you record it. 
 
4. Tuk-tuk Exercise (45 min)  
Start the exercise with asking the participants to form pairs. Once they are paired, 
invite one volunteer to show the exercise. Ask the participant to close the eyes, 
being the car, and take her/ his hand as the driver. Walk her/ him around the room. 
Inform the participants, that they will have to guide each other blind-folded through 
the room. While doing this they will have to respect the following rules: 

 Do not talk. 
 Make sure your blindfolded member (car) is safe at all times and does not 

bump into anybody or anything. 
 The blindfolded person (car) should not open the eyes unless told 

otherwise. 
Now, ask the participants to decide who will be the car and the driver. After they 
have decided on their roles, start the exercise. After 2 minutes, stop the exercise 
and invite the drivers to pick another car (people playing the cars should keep their 
eyes closed during the swap). Let the car drive another 2 minutes, and then stop 
the group and allow the cars to open their eyes. 
Standing in a circle, run a short debriefing focusing on the following questions: 

 How did you feel about the exercise? 

 If you could give 3 recommendations to the cars, what would they be? 

 If you could give 3 recommendations to the drivers, what would they be? 
After having closed the debriefing, invite the participants to get back to their initial 
couples and to swap their roles. Then repeat the drivers’ swapping process done 
before, and enter the second debriefing with the following questions: 

 How did you feel? 

 Did you follow the recommendations given to you? 

 Do you prefer being a car or a driver and why? 
Close the exercise with summarising the reasons why people prefer being a car or 
driver and conclude on success factors and failures for leadership and group good 
interaction; e.g. trust, confidence, leading and following. 
Take notes of the conclusions formulated by the group (this is best done by the co-
facilitator on a flipchart paper). 
Note to trainer: this exercise can be done outdoor 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
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 Markers 

 A4 paper 
 Participant journals (notebooks), 1 for each participant 
 Video camera or camera with video recording function (including sound), 

including an assistant able to turn the recording on during the exercise 1 of 
this session 

Resources  Intelligent groups: NOVACT; Nonviolent community facilitation 

 

 

Session Day 2 – Session IV 

Title Framing social transformation 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min; additionally, daily reflection (30 min) 

Session 
Objectives 

 To frame a code of conduct for the training course 

 To foster the understanding that formal and informal institutions are a 
social construction and can be changed 

 To develop an understanding for the meaning of transformative change 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Code of conduct (15 min) 
Conclude the session with reading out and showing the conclusions formulated by 
the group during both debriefings (exercise 2 and 3 of the previous session). Refer 
to these conclusions as important considerations for being an intelligent group 
which is important for the course and for change processes to be effective. 
 
2. Exercise “Chair” (20 min) 
The trainer places a chair in the middle of the room, right in front of the 
participants, and asks them “What is that?”. 
First answers will be “That is a chair”. The trainer repeats the questions and adds 
“What is it when it stands on a deserted island?”. Let the participants explore a bit 
the idea of social constructivism by asking them more questions: 

- Can it be anything different than a chair? 
- What else can it be? 
- Who decides what it is? 

In a second step, tape an A4 paper with the word “democracy” on the chair, and 
ask the participants “What is that?”. Write down what people say democracy is, 
and ask them: 

- Can democracy be anything different than how you defined it? 
- How else can it look like? 
- Who decides what democracy is? 

Add other concepts or realities to the chair by taping them on it. Those can e.g.: 
- Woman rights in the beginning of the 20th century  
- The traffic in Tbilisi 
- Daily life discrimination of sexual minorities 

Close the exercise with a concluding statement on constructed realities and the 
construction of social norms, values and formal and informal institutions. 
 
2. Exercise Pull (45 min) 
Two participants are asked to stand in front of each other in in the middle of the 
room. The volunteers receive the following instruction after a line is drawn between 
them: 
The person on the right has to get the person on the left to her/ his side. 
The person on the left has to get the person on the right on her/ his side. 
The exercise is nonverbal. 
You have 20 seconds time to reach your goal. 
After the two volunteers have completed the task, the trainer asks the volunteers if 
they have reached their goal and invites two new volunteers to the scene in the 
middle of the room. Repeat the same procedure until at least 4 of the 5 strategies 
have been shown by the participants in the exercise. 
The debriefing of the exercise focusses on conflict management strategies with the 
following questions: 
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- Did you reach your goal? And how do you feel? 
- What was your chosen strategy? Why did you choose this strategy? 
- What exactly have you done to reach your goal? 
- Were there other options for you to behave differently and choose a 

different strategy? 
In the end the trainer provides and input in the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode 
Instrument including examples for each strategy, before asking the participants to 
think about a 6

th
 way of addressing the situation. 

If the participants do not come up with the idea to remove the line between them, 
show them this opportunity and explain that this would be the approach of 
transforming that goes beyond finding a simple win-win situation. 
 
5. Daily reflection (30 min) 
Divide the group into 4 groups of equal size respecting gender diversity and mixing 
cultural backgrounds. Inform the groups that they will belong to their reflection 
group for the whole duration of the course, and that each day they will meet in this 
group to reflect on the day and to provide feedback to the team of organisers. 
The guiding questions are the following: 

- How do you feel? 
- What did you learn today? 
- What are your suggestions and recommendations? 

Each group should write down their answers on a sheet of paper and drop it at an 
agreed place at a given time. 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Visualisation of the Conflict Mode Instrument 
Resources  Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument 

 The Impact of Violent and Nonviolent Action on Constructed Realities and 
Conflict 

 

  

http://www.kilmanndiagnostics.com/overview-thomas-kilmann-conflict-mode-instrument-tki
http://www.prodsyse.com/conflict/Nonviolence&Reality.pdf
http://www.prodsyse.com/conflict/Nonviolence&Reality.pdf
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Day 3 

 

Session Day 3 – Session I 

Title Violence 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To inspire the participants that change is possible 

 To highlight central understandings of how change is possible to be 
triggered 

 To understand and distinguish different forms of violence 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Opening of the day (15 min) 
Open the day with a short energiser, share the feedback received to the previous 
day and introduce the programme of the day. 
 
2. Inspirations (40 min) 
Note to trainer: before the session starts, place inspiring quotes from theorists and 
practitioners of change in the room. 
Invite all participants to read all the quotes and to find those they like the most. 
Once everybody has read the quotes, ask them to share which quotes were the 
most interesting and why. 
 
3. Brainstorming violence and input on violence triangle (30 min) 
Brainstorm with the participants the term Violence. Write down all answers on a 
flipchart paper. 
Then share – via input 4 - with the participants a simple definition of violence and 
introduce the participants to the violence triangle (Input 4). Ask the participants 
what is: 

- Direct violence 
- Structural violence 
- Cultural violence 

Provide an example that illustrates the violence triangle and the link between all 
three forms of violence e.g. gender-based discrimination, antisemitism in the Third 
Reich. 
Add, environmental violence as an additional form of violence. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Scissors 

 Inspiring quotes 

 Input 4 

Resources  Violence triangle: Johan Galtung: Violence, War, and Their Impact - On 
Visible and Invisible Effects of Violence; https://them.polylog.org/5/fgj-
en.htm#s1 

 Definition of violence: Designing Learning for Peace – Peace Education 
Competence Framework 

 

Session Day 3 – Session II 

Title Why we work? 
Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To develop an understanding for the diversity of the societal challenges the 
participants work on 

Description 
of 
Methodology 

1. Individual or group work “Why is your problem a problem?” (30 minutes) 
(Prepare as many halved flipchart papers as you have participants.) 
Instruct the participants that they have to analyse their identified community 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iUx__OO4zdmCdraeh4U4b1qe5vNUEwqT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
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(incl. timing) problem by using the Violence Triangle. The tool is used for them to understand 
what forms of violence occur in the community as a result or as manifestation of 
their problem. 
Explain them that by identifying the different manifestations of violence they can 
explain their community why their problem is a challenge for their community and 
how it harms community members. 
 
2. Sharing community analysis (45 min) 
Invite the participants to share the results of their analysis with each other. 
Therefore, introduce them the Poncho-method, which is a dynamic way of sharing 
group work or individual work results through one-to-one presentations. 
Close the session, by summarising with the group the findings of the sharing 
process. 
 

-  

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 
 

Resources n/a 

 

Session Day 3 – Session III 

Title Principles of social transformation: Vision, values and power 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To explore the meaning and value of a theoretical framework for change 

 To develop a better understanding of the role of power 
Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Envisioning change (40 min) 
Ask the participants what the first step for designing a change process is. Gather a 
few answers and then continue with a short input (input 5) on the link between 
vision, strategy and goals. 
Ask the participants to do the following task individually: 

- Formulate a clear vision in regards to your problem 
Once everybody is done, have the vision`s shared in plenary. 
 
2. Power chairs (40 min) 
Ask the participants to sit in a circle, and place three chairs in the middle of the 
circle. Explain the participants that their task is to use the chairs for showing their 
understanding of power. Therefore, each of them is invited to re-arrange the chairs 
(chairs only; no other items, and no humans) in the circle so that their 
understanding of power is visualised. Instruct the participants that the exercise is 
non-verbal, that no explanations on their image have to be given, and that they 
have to decide non-verbally who is the next to show the image. 
Once all participants have shared their image, ask the participants to re-show the 
images that they found the most impressive and the most showing their 
understanding of power. Let them re-module the image and explore with them the 
meanings of power: 

- Where is power here? 
- Who has power here? 
- What is the relationship displayed in this image? 

Close the exercise with a short input on forms of power (input 6), highlighting that 
transformative processes to be effective need to be based on power-with while 
aiming to change contexts from power-over to power-with through empowerment 
processes that enable power-within and power-to. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Input 5 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
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 Input 6 

Resources  Forms of power: http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power 
 Forum theatre: Augusto Boal; Games for actors and non-actors 

 

Session Day 3 – Session IV 

Title Designing Campaigns - Case Study “Nashville” 
Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min, additionally, daily reflection (30 min) 

Session 
Objectives 

 To frame (strategic) nonviolence in the context of social transformation 

 To explore key implications of approaches to strategic nonviolence 

 To explore principles of nonviolent action for transformation 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Screening documentary – We were warriors (30 min) 
Introduce the documentary by explaining the participants that you will look at a 
nonviolent campaign in which principles of nonviolent actions and campaigns are 
well illustrated. It is the famous Nashville campaign of the civil rights movement in 
the USA. Ask the participants to pay particular attention to the following: 

- What is the context before the initiative group starts their campaign? 
- What is their vision? 
- What is their strategy? 
- What are their tactics? 

 
3. Debriefing of the documentary – From strategy to tactics (45 min) 
After the video, ask the participants to share their first impression on the 
documentary before generating conclusions on strategic nonviolence. 
Use the following pathway for generating conclusions with the participants based 
on a step-by-step deconstruction of the campaign: 

- What was the situation in Nashville in the beginning? 
- What was the vision of the campaign? 
- What was their strategy, their theory of change? 
- What did they do step-by-step? 

Note down all principles identified by the participant during the debriefing. 
Highlight key aspects that made the Nashville Campaign so effective: 

 Training 
 Planning & preparation 
 Dilemma action 
 Accessibility/ mobilisation 
 Momentum 
 Wining over vs defeating 

 
Close the session with an outlook at the up-coming days, explaining the 
participants that you will be looking at planning processes, effective campaign 
design as well as on how to internally organise your initiative group. 
 
4. Daily reflection (30 min) 
Send the group to the reflection groups that were established on day 2. Give them 
the following guiding questions: 

- How do you feel? 
- What did you learn today? 
- What are your suggestions and recommendations? 

Each group should write down their answers on a sheet of paper and drop it at an 
agreed place at a given time. 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
 Documentary “We were Warriors” (to be found on Vimeo in Open Access) 

Resources  Documentary: We were warriors (A Force More Powerful) 
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
http://www.participatorymethods.org/method/power
https://vimeo.com/112189700
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Day 4 

 

Session Day 4 – Session I 

Title Designing Campaigns – Case Study: Anti-eviction campaign in Spain (external 

expert) 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To inspire with a successful nonviolent campaign 

 To become familiar with different types of nonviolent actions and their 
distinct purposes 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Opening of the day (10 min) 
Open the day by sharing the feedback received to the previous day and introduce 
the programme of the day. 
 
2. Introduction of the guest speaker (10 min) 
Briefly introduce the guest and name the campaign or movement. 
 
3. Presentation of the guest speaker: Anti-eviction campaign in Spain (60 min) 
The presentation should focus on the following aspects: 

- Local context 
- Campaign strategy 
- Key tactics and their purpose 
- Increasing of tensions 
- Examples of creative nonviolent actions 

 
4. Question and answer (10 min) 
Provide space for the participants to ask question to the external guest speaker 
about the campaign. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
 Presentation of anti-eviction campaign 

Resources  

 

Session Day 4 – Session II 

Title Introduction to nonviolent action 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To frame (strategic) nonviolence in the context of social transformation 

 To explore key implications of approaches to strategic nonviolence 

 To explore the fundamentals of strategic nonviolent campaigning and 
action planning 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Input on nonviolence action (30 min) 
Introduce the session with a short input (input 7) on different forms of nonviolence, 
an exemplary change process, different approaches to change and core concepts 
for nonviolent actions. 
(Note: Provide examples for illustration as much as possible.) 
 
2. Input on forms of nonviolent actions (45 min) 
Introduce the participants to nonviolent actions (NVA) - using input 8 – to make 
them familiar with the different types and their purposes. Hand out the list of 
nonviolent actions and explore few examples for each type of method by referring 
back to the case studies of Nashville and the anti-eviction campaign. 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KyR0A3bY4f6foeM74HgiJm37GfPh9Z3K/view?usp=sharing
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Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
 Input 7 

 Input 8 

 Hand-out on nonviolent actions 

Resources  Nonviolent actions: G. Sharpe; 198 Methods of nonviolent actions 

 Nonviolent actions: University for Peace; Strategic nonviolent struggle: A 
training manual, chapter 4: The Everyday Stuff of Nonviolent Action 

 

Session Day 4 – Session III & IV 

Title Tbilisi Ugly Walk with architect-activist 

Session 
Length 

3 hours 

Session 
Objectives 

 To shed a light on current societal challenges in Tbilisi in the field of urban 
development 

 To introduce a grass-root awareness raising initiative 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Introduction of the guest speaker (10 min) 
Briefly introduce the guest and name the campaign or movement. 
 
2. Ugly walk in Tbilisi (2,5 hours) 
The guest speaker shows during a city walk current urban development challenges 
in Tbilisi and provides political and societal background information and introduces 
civic initiatives countering the existing problems. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 

Resources  

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jffXSQQLbvaEOQA7mgqVvBc66atN1fVO
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Day 5 

 

Session Day 5 – Session I 

Title Project fair – Sharing experiences 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To provide further examples and inspirations in measures for social 
transformation through a peer to peer process 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Opening of the day (10 min) 
Open the day by sharing the feedback received to the previous day and introduce 
the programme of the day. 
 
2. Preparation of campaign and project examples realised by the participants (15 
min) 
Invite the participants to share campaigns and/ or projects that they have been 
organising or were involved in in the past. Provide the participants with a template 
for the visual representation of their project, and ask them to prepare a short oral 
presentation: 

- Title 
- Country 
- Problem 
- Project or campaign goal 
- Target group 
- Key activities 
- Results 

 
3. Sharing of campaign examples (70 min) 
Invite the participants to share their examples of past campaigns and/ or projects. 
Therefore, divide the presentations in 4 groups and have in each group 3 to 4 
people presenting their examples parallel. Proceed round-based with all four 
groups, and give each round 15 min. 
Close the session with a short reflection on the examples and the findings that the 
participants made during this process. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

Resources  

 

Session Day 5 – Session II 

Title Designing campaigns: Introduction to campaign planning 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To foster a reflection on the need for a profound context and need analysis 
for campaign planning 

 To identify principles for campaign design 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Simulation exercise “Plots Case” (45 min) 
Split the group into four groups, and provide each group with their role card for the 
exercise. Assign each group a separate work place for the preparatory stage of the 
simulation. 
Inform each group that they will have 20 minutes time to understand their role, their 
goals, and to develop a strategy. Assist the groups in understanding the context of 
the exercise and their goal. 
Once all groups have understood the simulation, start the exercise, and let it 
progress until the groups are done, or until the process is so stuck that no further 
progress can be made. Limit the whole process to 30 minutes maximum. 
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2. Reflection on the simulation exercise (45 min) 
With the debriefing the goal is to have the participants reflect on the implications of 
their chosen strategy and to identify key principles for successful campaigning. Key 
questions of the debriefing process are: 

- How do you feel? 
- Did you reach your goal? 
- To which extent do you understand the context, the parties and their 

position, interests and needs? 
- Which principles determined your strategy and actions? 
- Did they help the process of finding collectively a solution satisfying all 

parties involved? If yes, why? If not, why not? 
Close the debriefing with highlighting the need for value-based approaches to 
interaction with other stakeholders and the importance of a profound needs and 
context analysis. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Exercise sheets “Plots case” 
Resources  

 

Session Day 5 – Session III 

Title Designing campaigns:  Needs-assessment & context analysis 

Session 
Length 

1 hour 

Session 
Objectives 

 To understand the value of needs assessment and context analysis 

 To get to know tools for context analysis 

 To explore principles of nonviolent action for transformation 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Warm-up: Dragon, princess, hunter (20 min) 
Invite the participants to an energiser using the principles of paper, scissor and 
rock, but replace those with princess, dragon and hunter. 
Split the participants into two groups and inform them that they will be playing as 
groups against each other. Each group should agree how their princess, dragoon 
and hunter look like. Have the groups show each other their characters and start 
the energiser by giving both groups ten seconds to agree for the first round which 
characters they choose to win. Line the groups up against each other and have 
their characters displayed. Repeat this process until one group has 3 points. 
Rules of the game: 

- Princess beats the hunter 
- Hunter beats the dragon 
- Dragoon beats the princess 

 
2. Input on needs-assessment and context analysis (30 min) 
Based on the previous exercise (session 2), introduce the participants to the value 
of and tools for community needs-assessment and context analysis (input 9). 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Input 9 

 Projector 
Resources  Context Analysis: Global partnership for the prevention of armed conflict; 

Conflict Analysis - Framework: Field Guidelines and Procedures 

 Needs assessment: Sharma et al; A Community Needs Assessment Guide 

 

Session Day 5 – Session IV 

Title Designing Campaigns: Theory of change & pathway mapping 

Session 2 hours, additional daily reflection (30 min) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Zbf9vurcvEAf0HAsoLqPeKKt4_Nxh_29
https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
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Length 

Session 
Objectives 

 To explore the function of theories of change 

 To experience a process of pathway mapping 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Input on theories of change (30 min) 
Introduce the participants to theories of change (ToC) as an instrument for planning 
a strategic campaign using input 10. 
 
2. Group work exploring how ToC work (60 min) 
Close the presentation with splitting the group into 4 groups and give each group 
the task to develop a quick pathway of change for one of the exemplary visions: 
Vision 1: MAKE EVERYBODY LOVE THE COLOUR ORANGE! 
Vision 2: MAKE EVERYBODY NOT TO GO TO BERLIN EVER AGAIN! 
Vision 3: MAKE EVERYBODY PLAY WATERPOLO 
Vision 4: MAKE EVEROYBODY ADOPT A STREET DOG 
Support each group during the process. 
 
3. Sharing group work findings and conclusions (10 min) 
Briefly reflect on the exercise and generate conclusions on the use of the tool. 
 
4. Daily reflection (30 min) 
Send the group to the reflection groups that were established on day 2. Give them 
the following guiding questions: 

- How do you feel? 
- What did you learn today? 
- What are your suggestions and recommendations? 

Each group should write down their answers on a sheet of paper and drop it at an 
agreed place at a given time. 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
 Input 10 

Resources  Theory of change: Care; Guidance for designing, monitoring and 
evaluating peacebuilding projects: Using theories of change 

 Theory of change: J. P. Lederach; Reflective peacebuilding 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
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Day 6 

 

Session Day 6 – Session I 

Title Designing Campaigns: Considerations and principles of nonviolent campaigning 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min, additionally, daily reflection (30 min) 

Session 
Objectives 

 To explore the fundamentals of action planning 

 To explore design and action principles responding to common challenges 
for groups and movements 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Opening of the day (10 min) 
Open the day by sharing the feedback received to the previous day and introduce 
the programme of the day. 
 
2. Input on considerations and principles for NVA (60 min) 
Present the participants key considerations and principles for designing a strategic 
nonviolent campaign using input 11. The presentation looks at the following key 
challenges and the campaigner’s possibility to respond accordingly: 

 Choosing a starting point 
 Mobilisation 
 Possible impact 
 Increasing tensions 

 
Afterwards, remind the participants of the principles that were already identified: 

 Training 
 Planning & preparation 
 Dilemma action 
 Accessibility 
 Momentum 
 Wining over vs defeating 

 
3. Input in tactic star for designing actions (20 min) 
Introduce the participants to the tactic star for action design using input 12. 
Refer to the examples you have used during the course – and add other simple 
examples for which the participants do not need much context knowledge - to 
illustrate the elements of the star. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
 Input 11 

 Input 12 

Resources  Measures countering challenges for groups and movements: NOVACT; 
Handbook for Training in Nonviolence and Social Transformation 

 

Session Day 6 – Session II 

Title Public narrative - Story of self, us and now 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To frame the existing opportunities for identifying sources for campaign 
actions 

 To introduce one tool for external communication and gaining followers 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Introduction to opportunities for funding sources (20 min) 
Share with the participants a simplified framework for identifying funding sources 
for campaign actions. Gather experiences and examples from the participants and 
share your own ones. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
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2. Input on public narratives (15 min) 
Provide the participants with a short input on public narratives (input 13). Explain 
them the function and why public narrative is key to gaining followers for the 
movement. 
 
3. Screen the “He for She” campaign speech (45 min) 
Explain the participants that they will watch a short speech for a global campaign 
and that they should focus on the following: 

- What is the core message? 
- How is the speech structured? 
- How does the speaker intend to gain followers? 
- What is the call for action? 

Then screen the speech, and afterwards analyse the speech with the participants 
alongside the questions above. 
At the end of the discussion note down the conclusions the participants found 
during the discussion. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
 Input 13 

 “He for She” campaign speech 

Resources  Story of self, us and now: M. Ganz; Telling your public story – Self, us, now 

 Story of self us and now: Global Health Leadership Program; Public Narrative 

Workshop Coach – Training Manual 

 

Session Day 6 – Session III 

Title Follow-up 

Session 
Length 

1 hour 

Session 
Objectives 

 To introduce the participants to the up-coming programme elements 

 To ensure the participants are planning their time for the next modules 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Input on the up-coming programme elements (15 min) 
Explain the participants the up-coming programme elements – module 2 and 3 – by 
referring back to input 1. 
Detail the structure of the modules by highlighting that the first week is mainly 
individual assignments to deepen the theoretical understanding, but that the 2

nd
 

week requires joint reflection within their initiative groups or movements. Thus, the 
participants need to engage other people and thus should plan this time in and 
ensure those people are available. The third module is group reflection with the 
other participants – in reference groups guided by a mentor - based on the findings 
within the initiative groups and movements. 
 
2. Introduction to the e-course (15 min) 
With the help of the platform technical support, introduce the content and the usage 
of the online platform used for the e-courses (module 2 and 3). 
 
3. Reference groups (15 min) 
Introduce the group to the idea of the reference groups for the third weeks of the e-
modules. Provide the participants with information on the mentors for the reference 
groups and with the dates and times for the mentoring meetings. 
Let the participants choose their reference group and gather the names of the 
members of each reference group. 
 
4. Technical and logistical issues (10 min) 
The project coordinator addresses technical and logistical aspects of the 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=196UEWm6zW3QW5IFJ3ENFOQREZfdinP_a
https://youtu.be/gkjW9PZBRfk
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programme. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 

 Projector 
Resources  

 

Session Day 6 – Session IV 

Title Evaluation 

Session 
Length 

1 hour and 30 min 

Session 
Objectives 

 To foster the participants reflection on their learning outcomes 

 To share the personal learning outcomes within the group 

 To set next learning intentions 

 To receive feedback on the programme and methodological approach 

Description 
of 
Methodology 
(incl. timing) 

1. Retelling the story of the course (15 min) 
Open with a short explanation why evaluation is important. 
Remind the participants by collectively retelling the story of the course about what 
they have done in the past days. Focus on the daily flow of each day, highlight core 
concepts and memorable events of the course. 
 
2. Four-Corner evaluation (20 min) 
Ask all groups back to the plenary and explain them that you will ask them 
questions about key elements of the course, and that they answer the questions by 
taking positions in the four corners of the room. Each corner represents one 
answer: very bad – ok – good – excellent. 
Ask them the following questions: 

- How was the content of the course, the topics addressed? 
- How was the methodological approach and the methods used? 
- How would they rate their own participation? 
- How would they rate their learning progress? 

(Note: Here also questions about logistical arrangements can be included.) 
Ask for each question two to three participants to explain their opinion. Choose 
people from different corners to get a balanced impression from the group. 
 
4. Personal reflection time (10 min) 
Invite the participants to a 10 minutes personal reflection on their learning 
outcomes. Ask them to consult their journals and the learning intentions that they 
have formulated on the 1

st
 day. 

Ask them to reflect on two aspects of learning: 

- What can I directly use because I fully understood? 
- What do I still need to learn because I realised, I do not know much about 

it? 
 
5. Sharing learning outcomes (20 min) 
Invite the participants back into the plenary. 
Place two chairs in front of the group and tape on every chair one of the two 
questions for personal reflection. 
Then invite each participant to share one of their learning outcomes. 
 
6. Closing (5 min) 
Tell the participants that a written evaluation form will be part of the online module 
in form of an assignment. 
Close the training course with “Mazinga” or any other closing method. 
 

Materials 
needed 

 Flipchart paper 
 Markers 

 Paper tape 
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 Projector 
Resources  
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4 Evaluation results 
The training course was evaluated with the participants through oral and written forms of evaluation 

(see Day 6, session IV). Below, few of the outcomes of written evaluation form are presented. 

 

Which new competences (skills, attitudes, knowledge) did you gain related to strategic 

nonviolent campaigning for social transformation? 

 Right now, after the training I know how can I start for my campaign and what I have to do 
firstly 

 I think, I got the skill that how I can prioritize the problems and how to touch people in order to 
show them that it is a real problem. 

 Knowledge: Training course theoretical part was really useful, Theory of Change and pathway 
mapping - this session helped me analyse bases of issue. 

 Attitude: I'm inspired after the course and feel more brave and stronger as a civil activist. 
 I enhanced my knowledge regarding social change campaigns, existing tools and 

mechanisms to mobilize communities; types of nonviolent actions. I started to think more 
about the context and importance of choosing right types of actions to address social issues. I 
developed critical thinking in regards with social changes and public narratives. 

 About power, action planning, types of Non-Violent actions, cases of Non-violent actions, 
about effective public speech and etc. 

 I learned to build a phased plan of action and needs, to find compromises and I realized that it 
is possible to change a situation without violence and loss. 

 Very interesting training was to find partners/ donors opportunities. How to plan nonviolent 
campaigns and achieve social change in society. 

 I learned the success of campaigns is not a coincidence, it totally depends on good planning 
and strategy. The importance of collaboration, discussions also helped me to improve my 
participation skills. 

 First of all, I learned root of the social transformation which will help me in future social 
transformation campaigns in my country. Also, I learned social constructivist approach in 
social transformation which is totally different approach for me. Also, I gained many skills such 
as team working, understanding others views and copying them, establishment of better 
inclusive actions. 

 Knowledge that movements and campaigns could also be planned, and how is it more 
appropriate to plan them 

 Social transformation, its values and principles, the theory of change, mapping etc. Skills to 
know for designing a campaign or a project, where to start, how to set a vision etc. 

 It was a lot of new things that I have learnt, but the most I think it is how to identify problems 
in our community, how to create the vision and strategy, which methods can I use when I plan 
my campaign, etc. 

 I have learnt lot of things about this topic. But for me most important was how to plan non-

violent campaign and how to give motivation to relevant people to join my group. 
 I've gain so many theoretical knowledges like vision and the way of creating strategy of 

nonviolent actions by videos or group works. 
 Enhanced skills of group work and presentation. Knowledge how to put a social activity in a 

theoretical framework. 
 Holding negotiations, dealing with different stake holders, making, preparing nonviolent 

actions full of different tactics, tools taking into consideration of problems different background 

 A deeper understanding of the processes and methods for achieving social transformation 
through nonviolent campaigns. 

 Skills to work in group, knowledge about experienced nonviolent campaigns, impact of these 
campaigns, change with principles 
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In the questions below, we used a rating system from 1 (not at all) to 10 (totally). 
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